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/lIt will perhaps come to be that we who
have harboured in our country the worst example
ofracism... will make a contribution
to human civilisation by ordering our affairs
in such a manner that we strike an effective and
lasting blow against racism everywhere.
II

- PRESIDENT NELSON ROLIHLAHLA MANDELA
of the Republic of South Africa, to the 49th Session of
The U.N. General Assembly, 3 October 1994
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From the Executive Director
THE INAUGURATION OF NELSON MANDELA as President of South Africa was truly one
of the most inspiring events of our time. Quite literally, the eyes of the world were
upon South Africa that day. Millions watched the event and more than one hundred
and fifty world leaders gathered to acknowledge the end of apartheid and celebrate the
birth of a democracy.
It was a joyous moment, marred only by the absence of those who are no
longer here to share in the victory. In particular, I was saddened by the loss of our dear
friend and FREESA board member, Melba Kgositsile.
When we started FREESA in 1985, this moment was a dream to keep our
spirits high, but not something we expected to witness in our lifetime. This seeming
miracle happened as a result of our combined human efforts.
As FREESA enters its 10th year of operation, we are renewed and ready to
support the rebuilding of South Africa. You may have noticed that our name has
changed somewhat. This reflects our changing mission from resistance to development. We are keeping the FREESA name, but dropping the original meaning - Fund
for a Free South Africa - and replacing it with a subheading of Development Fund for
South Africa. Staff changes have occured as well, with Mary Tiseo returning to the
newly created position of Director of the U.S. office.
These next few years will be consumed with implementing two development
initiatives which will expand the pool of funds available to community-based projects
in South Africa. Our Shared Interest project which is designed to raise investment
funds in the U.S. that will be used to support community economic development in
South Africa, has taken a major step forward. FREESA has hired Donna Katzin as
Project Director for Shared Interest and opened a New York office specifically to promote this project. Donna has worked for nearly a decade on South African economic
issues, with particular expertise in community and international development.
Our other development initiative, the Workplace Giving Project, seeks to
establish a new, self-sustaining fundraising institution through fund solicitation at
South African businesses, targeting the largely black workforce. Again, FREESA has
been fortunate enough to hire Diana Torres as Project Advisor who brings a wealth of
experience in the field of workplace solicitation.
Having recently returned from South Africa, I can say that the anticipation of
these two projects is significant. Both enjoy widespread support from all sectors of the
country. Shared Interest and the Workplace Giving Project are described in more detail
later on in this report.
FREESA looks forward to the next few years. We hope you will be with us
during South Africa's reconstruction. Watching Nelson Mandela sworn in as South
Africa's first democratically elected president, I knew that we had helped create this
miracle. If we can do it once, we can do it again. It cannot take us long the second
time around.

THEMBA G. VlLAKAZI

From the Board Cltair
1994 IS YEAR ONE FOR SOUTH AFRICA. It marks the birth of a young democracy with
all the fragility that past privations have bequeathed. It is year one in that it represents
a new chapter in the unfolding narrative of a people determined, despite all odds, to
forge ahead against the dead weight of disadvantage, and a tide of pessimism among
outside cynics. Yet, this beginning is full of life and promise.
The historic election has come and gone. A government of national unity is
determined to keep the promise of social justice in sight. But promises do not constitute a life-giving diet that can sustain a people for too long.
It is in this context that the Reconstruction and Development Program casts its
social and political relevance. This program is more daunting than the valiant struggle
against apartheid. Even the current well-meaning democratic government determined
to reduce the vast disparities among its citizens is bound to be frustrated in its attempt
to deliver, given the limited resources at its command. That is where FREESA comes in.
How could FREESA transform itself so as to adapt to the new reality? Some
of our supporters had, after the release of Nelson Mandela and the inauguration of
reforms, prematurely come to the conclusion that the mission had been accomplished.
FREESA now has a greater vision and firm commitment to make a vital contribution to the program of reconstruction and development. For us, this represents the
beginning of a new era. The descriptive subheading, Development Fund for South Africa,
is now the main theme and, therefore, suggests both a recognition of the immense
demands imposed by the new reality and the new development thrust that must
be undertaken.
Our new programmatic initiatives reflect our values and goals: partnership
and self-reliance. Partnership is an idea that is derived from, and is an extension, of the
time-honored solidarity between anti-apartheid organizations in the United States
and South Africa. Shared Interest represents such a partnership. While it seeks to
empower those who have been disadvantaged by apartheid, it is also an act of selffulfillment for those who have resources to invest in community development projects. This relationship is intended to result in a shared prosperity.
Any serious program that intends to engender sustainable development must
promote self-reliance. Eventually, external aid to development projects in South Africa
and elsewhere will dwindle, if not dry up. The Workplace Giving Project anticipates
this scenario and represents the beginning of an effort to build the necessary consciousness of self-reliance and independence within the framework of mutually
beneficial interdependence.
We sincerely hope you will support these new initiatives as well as continue
to support the ongoing programs and services offered by FREESA over the last
nine years.

MOKUBUNG NKOMO

FREESA

Development Fund for South Africa
SINCE ITS INCORPORATION IN 1985, FREESA has provided financial and technical
resources to South African community organizations. Established by South Africans
who were in exile at that time, FREESA has distributed grants to community
organizations working to bring about democracy and social justice in their country. Over the years, FREESA has made grants to 135 grantees for projects dealing
with health, education, human rights, women's empowerment, labor and other
community-based issues.
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South Africa today is facing very different needs than it was when
FREESA was first established. On May 10,1994, South Africa inaugurated Nelson
Mandela as its first democratically elected president. South Africa is now seeking
programs that address the urgent need for reconstruction and economic development.
In response, FREESA's work will more and more emphasize development projects
that expand the pool of funds available to assist in the rebuilding of South Africa.
FREESA will spend this next year insuring the success of two projects we
initiated in response to needs identified in South Africa - Workplace Giving Project and Shared Interest. These projects will increase the funds available to assist
organizations as they tackle the long-term development needs of their communities.

'-------_ ..

FREESA will continue its program of donor-advised grantmaking by
assisting individual donors, foundations, corporations, and other funding institutions to make grants to South African organizations. FREESA staff is available for
consultation, the preparation of funding dockets, project evaluation, and reporting.
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As SOUTH AFRICA SOLIDIFIES ITS DEMOCRACY, it continues to face the challenge of
charting a viable, participatory and sustainable course for economic development.
To that end, FREESA has established Shared Interest, a project which will develop
investment vehicles to provide capital for productive, people-driven South African
development initiatives.

Shared Interest offerings will enable investors to achieve a high social
impact, while receiving rates of return comparable to those of other social investments. Where necessary, the project will supplement investment capital with
grants and technical assistance to increase South African community organizations' capacity to achieve economic self-sufficiency.

Shared Interest has worked with South African community organizations
to define its approach to people-driven, sustainable and democratic development.
Focusing on those communities which have been most disadvantaged, our view is
that development begins with and actively involves those communities. Shared
Interest increases their ability to define and meet their own needs, in harmony
with their natural environment and the border developmental objectives of the
surrounding society.

Shared Interest is consulting with potential South African development partners.
These community development and financial institutions have the capacity to
identify suitable projects, monitor their operations, and administer loans or loan
guarantees. Many playa key role in developing township, rural and women's
organizations.
Shared Interest will develop offerings that will provide investors with an
interest rate competitive with that of other social investments in order to pass on
the benefit of that reduced interest to the South African borrowers. In addition
to direct loans, these vehicles may include loan guarantees to encourage South
African financial institutions to make capital accessible and affordable to "underborrowed" communities. In this way they will help to increase the flow of South
African capital into the country's majority communities.
Shared Interest will establish new partnerships between U.S. investors and
South African communities predicated upon common goals - and a shared interest.

Workplace Giving Project
THE WISDOM AND PRACTICAL NEED of introducing institutional systems which
recognize the financial limitations of the government and tap sustainable alternative sources of funding is demonstrated in the history of developing countries
worldwide. An independent and strong civil society has been found to be critically
important to the development and maintenance of democracy over the long term.
Over the coming year, FREESA will work in partnership with labor, corporate, government, religious, and civic organizations to design an appropriate
workplace giving system in which individuals and private sector entities in South
Africa will contribute funds to support reconstruction and development projects.
Technical experts in South Africa will also be involved. A South African based
steering committee will provide overall guidance to the project.
The success of the workplace giving system will require extensive consultation in order to build a broad sense of ownership. We must design a system that
is truly South African, rather than an adaptation of someone else's model. Our
long term goal is a self-sustaining, indigenous institution whose programs will be
largely supported by the contributions of ordinary South African workers.
This is a significant challenge in an environment where 4 million of 8 million potential workers are unemployed and where the majority of those working
earn less than $700 per month. As part of this project's design, FREESA will seek
to find a contribution level that does not impoverish the contributing worker, even
as it enriches the society.
FREESA and South Africa are strongly committed to self-reliance. Our
decision to initiate The Workplace Giving Project comes out of this commitment.
In particular, FREESA feels a responsibility to support the transformation of South
Africa in a way that empowers and builds the capacity of people to care for
themselves.

"...we have embarked
on the road to the
remaking ofour
country, basing
ourselves both on
the democratic
Constitution which
came into force on
April 27th this year
and the Reconstruction
and Development
Programme which has
become the property
ofall our people. /I

Grantmaking
Gl'altts Policy
FREESA DISTRIBUTES BOTH discretionary grants in selected programmatic areas
and donor-advised grants. During fiscal year 1994 FREESA awarded $261,943 in
grants, an increase of 36 percent over the previous year.
While no longer listing women's grants separately, FREESA maintains its commitment to women's gender equity and economic survival. Grants to South African
women's organizations working in the
areas of economic development, training
and health totaled $70,000 this year.
The largest amount of grantmaking in
the past year was the $101,000 given
to voter education programs as the
country prepared for April 27, 1994,
the date that marks the first time all
South Africans were free to exercise
their right to vote for the government
of their choice.

VOting in Cape Town, South AfiUa. An
elderly man votes in the April 26 election
with the support ofhis son.
M PHOTO!ADn. BRADLOW

All grant proposals are reviewed by
the Funding Committee, comprised of
South African Board members. This
committee makes all funding recommendations to the full Board of
Directors.

Voter Educatiolt
Total: $101,000

COSATU Voter Education Programme

Johannesburg, SA $25,000
In order to mobilize its constituents for
the country's first democratic elections,
the Congress of South African Trade
Unions, (COSATU), initiated a voter
education campaign in September of
1993. COSATU identified and focussed
on sectors that historically have experienced high rates of illiteracy and
repression of political activity: domestic
workers, farm workers and residents of
the rural homelands. FREESA's grant
provided general support to COSATU's
voter education work.

Democracy Trust

Johannesburg, SA

$56,000

The majority of South Africans had no
voting experience prior to April 27,
1994.

To face the challenge of educating
millions of first-time voters, Democracy
Trust was established to raise funds to
conduct a national effort of providing
people with the skills to participate in
South Africa's first democratic election.
FREESA's grant supported the voter education programs of Democracy Trust.

Ipopeng/Voter Education for the Elderly

Johannesburg, SA

$5000

During 1993, Ipopeng, an African languages translation service, was commissioned to translate voter education
materials for the Independent Electoral
Commission. It was in the course of this
work that Ipopeng identified the elderly as
a sector largely ignored by voter education
programs. FREESA's grant helped Ipopeng
design and carry out a program specifically for the elderly and disabled in the
four largest townships around·
Johannesburg.

Matla Trust/Community and Citizen
Education Programme (CCEP)
Johannesburg, SA $15,000
The Community and Citizen Education
Programme was established by Matla
Trust to deliver civic education to South
Africa's 14 million eligible black voters.
CCEP implemented a national voter
education campaign and worked to
- strengthen participation in the democratic
process at the local level. FREESA's grant
provided funds for training.

Economic Development

StaffMembers ofThe
Ecumenical Aaion Team

Total: $23,500
ANC Women's League Brick-Making
Cooperative, Khayelitsha Branch
Cape Town, SA $1000
The ANC Women's League in Khayelitsha
township is engaged in a number of
income-generating projects to benefit
women of the community. The group's
brick-making cooperative supplies
low-cost building materials to surrounding communities. FREESA's grant
provided funds to purchase improved
brick-making equipment.

Independent Business
Enrichment Centres (IBEC)
East London, SA $5000
IBEC is a national lending organization
committed to the economic empowerment of South Africa's black entrepreneurs. IBEC's successful system of credit
combined with business training has generated an extremely high rate of loan
repayment. FREESA's grant was for general support to IBEC's national office.

Khomanani Cooperative
Mbokota Village,
N. Transvaal, SA $7250
Founded in 1988 as a cooperative,
Khomanani has brought together a large
group of women from neighboring villages in a successful income -generating
project. Khomanani produces distinctive
fabric which is made into clothes and decorative items. FREESA's grant was used to
purchase supplies and toward the completion of a new multi-purpose venue to
house workshop space and a daycare
center.

PHOTO,DONNAKATZIN

The Ecumenical Action
Movement (TEAM)
Cape Town, SA $1000

TEAM is a community-based organization which promotes self-reliance and
independence for disadvantaged women
of the squatter camps and rural areas in
the Cape peninsula. FREESA's grant will
assist TEAM to empower women to set
up daycare, sewing and literacy projects
in their communities.

Tiyiselani Fence Making Project
for the Blind
Chavani Village,
N. Transvaal, SA $7000
Tiyiselani is a training and incomegenerating program for the blind and partially sighted which hand produces
chain -link fencing for local consumers.
FREESA's ongoing support to Tiyiselani
was used toward the construction of a
workshop building and the purchase of
equipment and supplies.

Ubumbano Lomzumbe
HUbberdene,Natal,SA $2000
Ubumbano's community gardens project
was established to meet the economic
needs of women in a region plagued with
drought and high unemployment. To date,
31 community gardens and a cooperative
irrigation scheme have been established
supplying food for the households of the
330 women in the project. FREESA's grant
was used to purchase fencing to protect
crops from livestock.

Fencemaking inside the workshop
building constructed with
a FREESA grant.
PHOTO,MARYTISEO

Edllcatioll
Total: $17,902
English Literacy Project (ELP)

Johannesburg, SA $4182
The illiteracy level in South Africa's black
population is extremely high. English Literacy Project specializes in the publication
of adult education materials for use by
community-based organizations, industry
and government. FREESA's grant provided
support for training teachers in the use of
ELP's materials.

Southern African Association of
Independent Schools (SAAIS)

Johannesburg, SA $3720
SAAIS coordinates the activities of the
many independent, nonracial schools that
opened admission to all South Africans
in 1987 in defiance of apartheid policy.
Member schools continue to provide quality education and scholarships to disadvantaged students. FREESA's grant was
used for general support to the
association.
Sacred Heart College Reconciliation Fund

Johannesburg, SA $1600

,
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For many years, Sacred Heart College has
been a leading proponent of democratic
education in a nonracial setting. FREESA's
grant to the scholarship fund will help
provide tuition for the children of returning exiles and disadvantaged youth.

Ellvirolllllclltal
Total: $14,022
Merewent Ratepayers' Association
Environmental Unit

Merebank, Natal, SA $4022
English Literacy Project members at
work in the classroom.

Little Bambino

Uitsig, Cape Town, SA $2000
Little Bambino is a daycare center serving
children from impoverished homes. Children are given pre-primary education
skills and nutritious meals; parents are
supported with various resources and
training. The center subsists on minimal
fees paid by families and the work of a
largely volunteer staff. FREESA's grant
went toward the purchase of educational
materials.

For over 30 years, the Merewent Ratepayers' Association, a grassroots civic
organization, has worked to improve the
living conditions of people in the Merebank area. The town is in close proximity
to several major industries which produce
dangerous levels of air pollution and water
contamination. FREESA's grant provided
support to Merewent's coordination of
community action to deal with ineffective
environmental laws.
South Africa Exchange Program on
Environmentaljustice (SAEPE])

Boston, Massachusetts USA $10,000
Matla Trust

Johannesburg, SA $5000
To meet the future health needs of all
South Africans, it is critical to promote the
education of physicians - women and
men-from the black communities. Matla
Trust oversees a bursary that provides
funds for medical education in the country. FREESA's grant provided support for
this program.

Post-apartheid South Africa must struggle
.with the neglected and damaged environments in which black people have been
forced to live. The South Africa Exchange
Program on Environmental Justice was
formed to assist in the building of a strong
environmental justice movement in South
Africa by providing links with U.S. counterparts and resources. FREESA's grant
went toward SAEPEJ's ongoing work.

I
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Health Graltts
Total: $16,618
Agisanang Domestic Abuse Prevention
and Training (ADAP1J

Alexandra, SA $7000
Agisanang was established to meet the
needs of battered women in the township
of Alexandra, outside Johannesburg. The
project has changed the way emergency
room personnel identify and treat victims
of abuse at the local clinic and is working
to expand its model to a national level.
FREESA's grant provided funds for Agisanang
to develop a program of dating violence
intervention for the youth of Alexandra.
Children ofreturning exiles study at the
Sacred Heart Co//ege.

Nthabiseng Mabuza

Cambridge, Massachusetts
USA $8868
Nthabiseng Mabuza and her politically
active family were victims of an attack by
the South African Defence Forces in 1986.
Nthabiseng, then twelve, was left paraplegic and with no resources for treatment. In 1989, FREESA raised funds for
her to come to the U.S. for medical care.
Today, Nthabiseng is a university student
and a strong advocate for human rights.
FREESA's ongoing support provided for
rehabilitation and education costs.

Humalt Rights
Total: $21,625
Legal Resources Centre/Programme
on Old Age Pensions

Johannesburg, SA $20,000

I

Old age pensions are the only source of
income for a vast number of South Africans
and the family members who depend on
them. The pension system has for many
years been an area of widespread bureaucratic obstruction and abuse. FREESA's
grant supported the work of the Legal
Resources Centre which provides free services to elderly clients seeking assistance
in obtaining pensions.
South African Election Observer Project

Boston, Massachusetts USA $1325
April 27, 1994 marked the first-ever
democratic elections in South Africa.
Local supporters raised funds to help send
a FREESA delegation to participate in the
international monitoring effort. The

FREESA team observed the elections in
Alexandra township outside Johannesburg.

Trailtiltg
Total: Total $67,276
Project Pathways

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
USA $15,000
Project Pathways was established as a
partnership program in democracy
between the City of Philadelphia and the
people of South Africa to train and
develop black South African leaders in city
and state government. FREESA's grant
went toward the support of 15 South African civil employees working as interns in
various governmental departments in
Philadelphia.
World Education/Kusoma Project

Johannesburg, SA $51,776
FREESA and World Education have collaborated for three years with Tototo Home
Industries of Kenya in a training institute
for South African women's organizations.
Through support from UNIFEM, the
United Nations Development Fund for
Women, FREESA was able to provide the
funds for ongoing Kusoma activities of
training in leadership development and
business management. Kusoma graduates
have increasingly taken on more of the
training responsibilities within the country and look forward to a cultural and
skills exchange with Kenyan women's
organizations in 1995.

Small Graltts (wIder $1/000)

ALEXANDRA
AIDS ACTION
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Alexandra AIDS Action
Alexandra, SA

Thuthuka Art Project
Umlazi, Natal, SA

Alexandra AIDS Action is a communitybased effort to promote AIDS education
and prevention in the Johannesburg area
and to provide support services to those
affected by HIV/ AIDS. The program has
devised a training of trainers program for
squatter camps residents, traditional
healers and church ministers. FREESA's
grant went for general support.

In order to develop and nurture the arts
in one of the largest black townships in
South Africa, the Thuthuka Arts Project
initiated a program of drawing, printmaking and sign writing for 25 talented
students. FREESA's grant provided the
funds for the group to experience an
intensive weekend of art workshops in
a rural setting.

READ Educational Trust
Johannesburg, SA

University of Wits Rural Law Clinic
Klaserie, E. Transvaal, SA

READ supports a multi -racial National
Public Speaking and Debating Festival for
high school students which is a forum to
promote critical language and listening
competence critical to a democratic society. FREESA's grant was used to support
this year's festival.

The Rural Law Clinic is a facility operated
by the University of Witwatersrand to
provide free legal services to indigent people. The clinic is staffed by law students
and supervising attorneys. FREESA's grant
was for ongoing support.

Regional Development Forum
Pietersburg, SA
The Regional Development Forum was
established to coordinate grassroots
development initiatives in the Northern
Transvaal. FREESA's grant went for
general support.

Wattv,lle Women's Forum
Wattville, SA
The Wattville Women's Forum, a branch
of the township's civic association, was
founded to provide women with a safe
place to discuss health issues that concern
them. The forum's work focuses on fighting against battering, rape and sexual
abuse. FREESA's grant provided general
support.

YWCA
Soweto,SA
In order to give women skills to more
fully participate in a democratic society,
the YWCA branch in the township of
Soweto ran workshops to help community organizers develop strategies for
utilizing the media. FREESA grant provided funds for the media trainings.

Graltd Total: $261,943

Members ofthe Wattville WOmen's Forum.
PHOTO, MARY TISEO
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FREESA is a tax-deductible public charity supported by donations from individuals and institutions who share a commitment to supporting development
projects and community-based organizations in South Africa. FREESA was
founded in 1985 by South African exiles with a long history of working for
democracy in South Africa. Through our South Africa office, FREESA is able to
provide financial and technical assistance to worthy organizations that are affecting a democratic, nomacial and nonsexist society in South Africa.

Gifts of Cash or Stock
Contributions by check may be made out to FREESA and sent to our office.
All contributions are tax deductible. Our tax identification number is
222-674-813. Contributions of stock to FREESA can be arranged through your
broker. You may be able to take a deduction for the full market value of appreciated securities and avoid paying capital gains taxes.

Beqllests, Life IUSllrtlllCe Policies aud Property
You may also support FREESA by including us in your will, as a recipient of
either a fixed amount or a percentage of your estate. "I give and bequeath
_ _ _ _ _ _ (sum, percentage, or property) to FREESA, a non-profit organization under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts with offices at 729
Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116."

Amy Biehl
The Amy Biehl Foundation is a non-profit, charitable corporation established by
the Biehl family, to continue the work she was so inspired to do in her lifetime.
The foundation exists,
"to encourage the peaceful study, understanding and practice of democratic
principles in the lives of people and nations, including special recognition to
gender rights and to full participation of women in the democratic process;
to encourage and provide financial assistance to individuals and organizations
for work projects and pursuits which will further understanding and imple. mentation of these principles;
to accept proposals to assist in support of purposeful scholarship or of courageous work any place in the world where struggles for democratization and for
gender equality are occurring"
Apri126, 1967-August 25/ 1993

FREESA was honored to work with The Amy Biehl Foundation during the summer of 1994 in identifying women's groups in South Africa as potential Amy Biehl
Foundation grant recipients.
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Foundation/ Corporate
and Institutional Support
JIIIF 1993-JIIIIC 1994
Abbott Laboratories Fund
Boston Bank of Commerce
Brigham & Women's Hospital
Creative Associates
Cruz Construction, Inc.
Emerge, Inc.
Episcopal Diocese of Boston
Excel, Inc.
Franklin Research & Development
Goldman Sachs & Co.
Haymarket People's Fund
Horncrest Foundation
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JP Morgan & Co.
Kimberly- Clark Corporation
Lotus Development Corporation
John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation
New Field Fund of the
Tides Foundation
New Hampshire
Charitable Foundation

NorthStar Fund
Norton Foundation
Nutter, McClennen & Fish
Overbrook Foundation
Peace Development Fund
Progressive Populist
Education Fund
Rawson Trust
Reebok Foundation
Robotham and Associates
Samuel Rubin Foundation
San Francisco Foundation
Shefa Foundation
South Coast Foundation
Stuffed Shirt, Inc.
Telegroup
UNIFEM (United Nations
Development Fund for Women)
United States Trust Company
Vanguard Foundation
Wiley, Rein & Fielding
Working Assets

FREESA would like to thank the following institutions for their generous assistance:
Barrington Wright Associates
Copacetic Computer
Hesperian Foundation

Resolution Graphics
United States Trust Company
World Education

FREESA would also like to thank the following individuals and institutions for the
donation ofequipment:
Jimmy Becker
Beate Klein Becker
Roderick Spencer

Hassman and Rachstein
TecsChange

FREESA thanks the following corporations for their sponsorship ofevents:
Lotus Development Corporation
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WO!king Together·

Reebok International Ltd.

FREESA
Note 2. Summary of Significant Accounting
and Reporting.
a. Standards ofAccounting and Reporting
The agency follows the standards of
accounting and financial reporting for
Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations as recommended by the
American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants.
b. Property and Equipment
These assets are stated at cost or if
donated, at fair market value at date
or receipt. Maintenance repairs and
minor renewals are expensed as
incurred and major renewals are
capitalized.
c. Depreciation
Provisions for depreciation are made
in the accounts using the straight-line
method. Office equipment, furniture
and vehicles are being depreciated
over 5 years.
d. Donated Materials and Services
Donated materials and services are
recorded as contributions at their estimated fair market value at date of
donation if an objective basis exists.
FREESA receives substantial services
from volunteers. No amounts have
been reflected in the financial statements for donated services. If any
support and expenses were recorded,
it would represent the comparable
compensation which would be paid to
an individual if there were to occupy
these paid positions.
At June 30, 1994 FREESA received an
in-kind donation of computers totaling $21,550 which were granted to
organizations in South Africa. Pursuant to SOP 78-10 this contribution
was not recorded in the financial
statement. In addition, for the years
June 30, 1994 and 1993 FREESA
received in-kind audit services of
$1,500 and $1,000 respectively which
were not recorded in the financial
statements.
At June 30, 1993, the fund recorded
an in-kind contribution of computer
hardware and networking software
totaling $9,900.
e. Fund Accounting
The fund maintains its accounts in
accordance with the principles of
"fund accounting" in order to ensure
observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the use of resources
for various purposes are classified for
accounting and reporting purposes
into funds that are in accordance
with activities or objectives specified.

BALANCE SHEET
JUNE

30, 1994

(with comparative totals for 1993)

Assets

1994

1993

Total

Total

All Funds

All Funds

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash

$

Money market (note 2)
Loans receivable
Prepaid expenses
Total current assets

298,258
13
6,546
1,133

$

372,857
12
6,180
1,224

305,950

380,273

26,649
14,516

26,649
14,516

41,165
23,296

41,165
16,321

17,869

24,844

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT (note 2)
Equipment
Vehicle
Subtotal
Less: accumulated depreciation
Total property
and equipment
TOTAL ASSETS

$

323,819

$

405,117

$

5,001

$

8,874

Liabilities and Fund Balance
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accrued expenses
Accrued and withheld

1,501

payroll taxes

191,018

2,275
59,985
186,436

197,520

257,570

126,299

147,547

Grants payable
Deferred revenue (note 8)
Total current liabilities
FUND BALANCE
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
FUND BALANCE

$

323,819

See accompanying notes and independent auditors report.

$

405,117

Note 2 section e continued.

STATEMENT OF SUPPORT, REVENUE, EXPENSES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1994

(with comparative totals for 1993)
1994
Total
All Funds

1993
Total
All Funds

Support and Revenue
SUPPORT
Contributions and grants
(note 2)
REVENUE
Interest
Rental
Sales and miscellaneous

$

Total support and revenue

674,464

$

547,127

5,536
6,360
6,680

9,452
7,810
11,148

693,040

575,537

Expenses
PROGRAM SERVICE
General program
Grants program
Shared Interest Project
South Africa Office
Total program service
FUNDRAISING

184,071
356,945
3,763
58,633

126,655
257,353
26,758
47,835

603,412

458,601

78,125

34,966

Within each fund group, fund balances restricted by outside sources are
so indicated and are distinguished
from unrestricted funds. Externally
restricted funds may only be utilized
in accordance with the purpose established by the source of such funds and
are in contrast with unrestricted
funds over which the board retains
full control to use in achieving any
of the organization's purposes. Restricted gifts are recognized as
income only when expended.
The current unrestricted fund
accounts for all operating support and
revenues for general non-restricted
operations. The donor restricted fund
accounts for revenues to be expended
for specific purposes. The property
and equipment fund accounts for all
revenues to be used for acquisition
of property or specific operating
expenses to prepare for such acquisition. All three funds are deemed
available in the current accounting
cycle.
f. Money Market Funds
These assets are stated at cost at the
lower of cost or market value. At June
30, 1994 and 1993, the cost of the
money market funds equalled market
value.

g. Cash and Cash Equivalents
For purposes of the statements or cash
flows, FREESA, Inc., considers all
highly liquid investments with an initial maturity of three months or less
to be cash equivalents.
h. Allocated Expenses

GENERAL AND

ADMINISTRATION

32,751

21,403

TOTAL EXPENSES

714,288

514,970

EXCESS (DEFICIT) OF SUPPORT
AND REVENUE OvER EXPENSES

(21,248)

60,567

Expenses by function have been
allocated among program and supporting services on the basis of time
expended by employees and estimates
made by the organization's
management.

Note 8. Deferred Revenue

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING
FUND BALANCE, ENDING

147,547

$

126,299

See accompanying notes and independent auditors report.

86,980

$

147,547

Deferred revenue consists of grants and
donations received which have not been
expended for their restricted purposes.
The income will be recognized when
expended for their designated purposes.

First-time Voters

liThe millions of
our people say
thank you and
thank you again
that the respect for
your own dignity
as human beings
inspired you to act
to ensure the
restoration ofour
dignity as well.
II

PHOTO, ANSELL HORN/IMPACT VISUALS

COVER PHOTOGRAPHS: Scenes ofvoting in South Africa's first multiracial election,
27 April 1994:
Woman votes in Soweto, photograph by Andrew Lichtenstein, Impact Visuals;
Man votes in Johannesburg, photograph by Paula Bronstein, Impact Visuals;
Nelson Mandela casting a ballot.

Photo of Amy Biehl courtesy of The Amy Biehl Foundation.
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